De novo phenol bioproduction from glucose using biosensor-assisted microbial coculture engineering.
Microbial biosynthesis has been extensively adapted for the production of commodity chemicals using renewable feedstocks. This study integrated metabolite biosensors into rationally designed microbial cocultures to achieve high-efficiency bioproduction of phenol from simple carbon substrate glucose. Specifically, two sets of E. coli-E. coli cocultures were first constructed for accommodation of two independent phenol biosynthesis pathways via 4-hydroxybenzoate (4HB) and tyrosine (TYR), respectively. Biosensor-assisted microbial cell selection mechanisms were subsequently incorporated into the coculture systems to address the insufficient pathway intermediate provision that limited the overall bioproduction. For the 4HB- and TYR-dependent pathways, this approach improved the phenol production by 2.3- and 3.9-fold, respectively, compared to the monoculture controls. Notably, the use of biosensor-assisted cell selection strategy in monocultures resulted in reduced phenol production, highlighting the advantage of coculture engineering for coupling with biosensing. After stepwise optimization, the phenol bioproduction yield of the engineered coculture's reached 0.057 g/g glucose. Furthermore, the coculture biosynthesis was successfully scaled up at both shake flask and bioreactor levels. Overall, the findings of this study demonstrate the outstanding potential of coupling biosensing and modular coculture engineering for advancing microbial biosynthesis of valuable molecules from renewable carbon substrates.